Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) with sleeve Fabric.

Four colors to choose from.

- **White**
  - CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0
  - Pantone: White

- **CMYK**
  - Pantone: 7727c

- **Blue**
  - CMYK: 100, 72, 0, 18
  - Pantone: 7686c

- **Red**
  - CMYK: 0, 100, 75, 35
  - Pantone: 187c

- **Yellow**
  - CMYK: 0, 21, 93, 1
  - Pantone: 123c

- **Black**
  - CMYK: 75, 16, 51, 100
  - Pantone: Black 6c

All printing is done using CMYK on a large format printer. Pantone colors / PMS codes can be supplied - they will be converted to a CMYK breakdown for digital printing. Please state to our Graphics Coordinator if you require color matching to either a PMS color or a physical sample. While we make every effort to match PMS colors, slight variation in color will occur.

**Measurements:**

- **16' x 16' ALPHA HIGH PRESSURE INFLATABLE**
  - Roof panels: 193.11" (4905mm), 190.75" (4845mm)
  - Inside wall: 325.87" (8277mm)
  - Outside wall: 73" (1864mm)
  - Awning: 185.04" (4700mm), 120.67" (3065mm)
  - Awning banner: 322.99" (8204mm), 70.87" (1800mm)
  - Awning fabric: 107.64" (2734mm), 24.8" (630mm)